
A presentation by Gerry Curtis 



Why use Lightroom? (LR) 

 You can organise your image files properly!! 

 You can import images from your camera, card or stick, 
straight into your file store, especially raw files. 

 You can make very quick adjustments to your images 

 Your adjustments are NON Destructive – i.e. they do not alter 
the original image. The LR adjustments are stored in a 
catalogue. 

 You can tag, sort, grade, classify, rename, reorder your files 
very easily. 

 You can select and display thumbnails from any of the above 
classifications. 

 You can quickly examine, sort and select by metadata e.g. 
Camera model, shutter speed,aperture, ISO etc 

 You can also make a GPS map, a book, slideshow, print or 
web page. 



Lightroom flowchart 



Organising – what I do! 

 I have created a folder called Image Store. 

 I import all images into there using LR 

 It has options for creating subfolders – I use – year > date 

 It can convert raw files to digital negatives – I do this. 
It leaves jpegs as jpegs. 

 You can make a metadata template for input – mine adds 
copyright and creator. 

 You can stop it creating duplicates – I use this as it is 
handy if you wish to leave the files on your camera for any 
reason. 

 I use key tags to classify my images – e.g camera club, 
family. These are written into the metadata of the file and 
will appear in other programs or windows. 

 I then star rate any good pics for easy recall. 



Adjusting 

 I go through and make any quick adjustments e.g. Light balance, exposure, clarity, 

vibrance, horizon levelling. 

 Any decent shots I will tweak further then or later. 

 As said before LR does NOT alter the originals. It stores all this in a catalogue. The 

default place for this in windows is ‘My pictures’. You can change this. 

 Images for special treatment can then be loaded straight from LR into another program 

such as photoshop or photomatix 

 You can choose to edit a copy with LR adjustments or work on a copy of the original or 

the original itself (not recommended!) 

 When finished it will be saved back into the LR catalogue. 

 When I am ready to use a set of images I select them and EXPORT them. It is no use 

picking them up in windows explorer (file manager). You will not see the LR changes.  

 I have a folder ready – e.g camera club general – to receive the exported pics. These 

will have all the LR changes. The originals are left alone in my image store untouched! 

Great! I can work with the exports or delete them etc. 

 The export program allows me to specify export folder, image type, size, name etc 

 



Final Points 

 If you make changes outside of LR then it doesn’t 
know about them. However it can detect conflicts in 
its metadata. E.g. If you edit some metadata in file 
manager properties it will detect this and ask you if 
you want to import this. 

 If you move files around in file manager LR will not 
know about it. Solution – move image files within LR. 
If you do move image files in file manager then in LR 
right click on the folder and synchronise folder or 
update folder location. 

 If you wish to add files to LR without moving them 
then go to Import, then choose the folder and choose 
the copy without moving option. 

 Let’s do it! 

 


